
 

 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPETENCY-BASED CURRICULUM FOR 
SCIENCE EDUCATION IN DENMARK 
 

This presentation unfolds the curricular development within science over a 15-20 period in Denmark in a 
transition towards a competency-based curriculum. The presentation is divided in to two parts. The first part 
describes how international trends at the turn of the millennium led to a national curriculum based on a two-
dimensional framework to describe science goals in Denmark. The two-dimensional model is a way to 
describe subject content as a combination of competency goals and subject matter to make curriculum more 
operational for teachers while retaining emphasis on the purpose of the subject.  

The second part describes some of the challenges of operationalising the two-dimensional framework from a 
teacher’s perspective. Teachers found that the two-dimensional framework of the intended curriculum was 
useful for qualifying their teaching. However, the analysis also showed that the goals described in the 
framework must strike a delicate balance between being feasible, meaningful and teachable to support 
teachers’ planning and teaching. The presentation proposes that these criteria can be used to describe the 
utility of a competency-based curriculum.    
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INTRODUCTION 

This presentation unfolds the curricular development within science education over the past 15-20 years where 
Denmark has developed a competency-based science curriculum. This process has been part of an 
international trend towards a stronger curricular focus on student mastery. In Denmark, this has led to the 
implementation of a two-dimensional framework for describing subject content in the national curriculum for 
all subjects. The framework has already proven useful for teachers, but we present three criteria that describe 
the utility. These criteria are being used to analyse the current Danish science curriculum and the results of 
this analyses will be presented at ESERA.  

TOWARDS A COMPETENCY-BASED CURRICULUM 

Around the turn of the millennium, competency goals were being implemented in European curricula as part 
of the Bologna Process (European Ministry of Education, 1999) in an attempt to make transfer of educational 
merits between countries of the EU easier. To accomplish this, a unified description of educational standards 
was needed, and it was decided to describe these standards in terms of competencies. 

The introduction of competency goals sparked numerous discussions about the purpose of the education. In 
science educational, a persistent point in the discussions has been that science should promote scientific 
literacy for all students and not just the few who end up becoming scientists (Osborne, 2007). While there are 
many definitions of scientific literacy, a common thread has been that students should become active 
participants in the world through science (Millar, 2006). Similarly, the so-called Rocard report (Rocard et al., 
2007) strongly encouraged teachers to move from “mainly deductive to inquiry-based methods of teaching” 
(ibid. p. 2). However, the report also described how teachers often perceived such ambitions to conflict with 
the dominating tendency in European curricula to focus on content delivery. 

The curricular development in Denmark followed the international trend by focussing on reforming curricula 
towards student mastery in lieu of student acquisition of specific concepts and procedures. The first structured 
attempt to describe mastery of a subject with competencies was the so-called KOM project (Niss & Jensen, 
2002). The project involved interviewing mathematicians at all levels of education to uncover ways of 
describing mathematical competency from an empirical perspective. The result was a list of eight 



 

 

mathematical competencies that become part of the national curriculum for mathematics in 2009 (Ministry of 
education, 2009). The KOM project also proposed using a two-dimensional framework to describe the content 
of a subject by separating competencies from subject matter:  

    Subject matter area 

Competency 

Area 1 Area 2 … Area n 

Competency 1  

Competency 2 

… 

Competency m 

Figure 1 A two-dimensional curricular framework separating competences and subject matter to allow teachers to combine them as 
way of reducing content complexity while maintaining focus on both. 

This two-dimensional framework was meant to help teachers plan and organise teaching by encouraging them 
to focus on a one or two selected competencies at a time instead for attempting to struggle to teach an 
overinflated curriculum all at once. Subsequent research confirmed that the two-dimensional framework could 
reduce the complexity of the curriculum for teachers by emphasising competencies as the main goals for 
teaching without neglecting the question of subject matter (Jensen, 2007).  

Science education in Denmark followed the same path as mathematics by attempting to define a set of science 
competencies. However, the first attempts to describe science competencies where solely based on theoretical 
speculation, and it wasn’t until a reform in 2014 that the national science curricula also consisted of 
competency descriptions in a two-dimensional framework.  

A TEACHERS’ PERSPECTIVE 

From 2009-2012, a project called KOMPIS was carried out to investigate how competency goals could be 
used to frame teaching (see Højgaard & Sølberg, 2018 and 2019 for details). KOMPIS provided an opportunity 
to investigate competency goals from a teachers’ perspective. Teachers found it challenging to adopt a 
competency-based approach to teaching, but through sustained collaboration between teachers, teacher 
trainers and researchers, conceptual models and new teaching practices were produced. One of these models 
described four science competencies and this model was incorporated into the national curriculum in 2014.  

KOMPIS also revealed, that competency descriptions in the two-dimensional framework could be tested for 
teacher utility by applying three interconnected criteria to the framework. The first criterium of the test was 
whether the combination of competencies and subject matter constituted a framework that made it feasible for 
teachers to realise the ambitions of the framework. This meant that the framework should include a limited 
number of distinct competencies for the teachers to focus on. Too many competencies could undermine the 
function of the two-dimensional framework to help teachers navigate a complex curriculum. However, too 
few competencies meant that the framework became useless as a tool for planning as each competency would 
end up representing insurmountable ambitions.   

In addition, each of the competencies described in the framework had to be meaningful to the teachers. The 
descriptions had to be general enough to inspire them and enable them to communicate their ambitions to their 
students without becoming too abstract or academic. Juxtaposed to this concern, the descriptions also had to 
be teachable. Being teachable meant that the competency descriptions had to be clear and detailed enough to 
inform teachers about what teaching activities they might employ for students to be able to achieve the given 
competency. If the descriptions became too detailed, teachers would lose some of the professional autonomy 
necessary to make qualified adjustments to their teaching based on their students and the local context.  

FUTURE WORK 

The three criteria described above is currently being used to analyse the Danish science curriculum to see how 
well the intended curriculum aligns with the implemented curriculum from a teacher’s perspective as 
illustrated in figure 1.   



 

 

INTENDED  Ideal  Vision (rationale or basic philosophy underlying a curriculum) 

 Formal/Written  Intentions as specified in curriculum documents and/or materials  

IMPLEMENTED Perceived  Curriculum as interpreted by its users (especially teachers)  

 Operational Actual process of teaching and learning (also: curriculum-in-action) 

ATTAINED Experiential Learning experiences as perceived by learners 

 Learned Resulting learning outcomes of learners 

Figure 2. A model of different levels of curriculum illustrating the focus of future analysis with the red double arrow. From Thijs & 
van den Akker, 2009.   

This analysis will be ready for presentation at the ESERA conference.     
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